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In order for a discipline to develop systematicity,

it must develop what Kuhn (1962) calls a "paradigm."

A paradigm is a metatheory whose principal functions

inclUde: (I)providing a principled .procedure for

gathering, editing, interpreting, and reporting data

and (2) insuring that the data reflect what. the researcher

purports to be investigating. In other words, a paradigm

provides the ground rules for a disciplines decisions

of reliability and validity.

Parr. andjuinman (1972) have argued that of all

the facets of)a paradigm, the most important single

factor is validity which, in turn,. is contingent,

upon "the selection of the flaeasurei of the.dependent

variable." .Simons (1971) has noted that reading comprehension

has been an indeCipherlable process due to the inability of

reading's paradigm to establish a.valid, dependent-.

variable Measure of comprehenSion. Simons (1971, pp. 354-

355) laments:

The current lack of descriptions of the mental process
involved in reading comprehension render it very
difficult to establish adequate behavioral criteria
for successful comprehension, . . To put the problem
simply, it is almost impossible to cOnductfruitful
empirical research when there is a lack of knowledge
of which behaviors provide the relevant measures of
the process under investigation.

Underlying Simons' lament is the observation that

readingHresearch has yet to establish adequate dependent

variables that yield a'valiu description of comprehension.

This, in turn, stems from the absence of criteria which-

determine whether or not a reader is comprehending.

In broader. terms.the reason why there is no

reading-research paradigm is that'an adequate "operational'

3
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definition" of reading has, yet to be propoSed. To

define a phenomenon operationally, two procedures

are required: A researcherMust first select a set of

criteria which are assumed to comprise a valid des-

cription of the phenomenon and, secondly, the researcher

must translate these criteria into dependent variables.,

which test for the presence ,of the phenomenon..

Given that reading.research has failed to develop

adequate criteria-of comprehension, it has concomitantly

failed to establish a valid operatio.Ial definition of

reading. But why has reading research failed to develop

such criteria? Simons. (1971) has blamed-the fact that

comprehension-is a. covert,ambiguouS process, 'inexplicably

intertwined with other psychologicalsychological processes such-as

motivation, memory, attention, and personality. However,

there.is a.much mare signifiCant reasbn.. This stems

from the fact that reading researchers and methodologists-

alike have been overly concerned with the "what" of

reading and have. largely ..overiooked the "why."

Reading is a Janus, pragmatic prOcess. It has

tw i faces. to be cohsidered: the theoretical and the

methodological. .Definers of reading mayconsidr these

faces separately ..or in combination. To present, researchers

0 reading have doted on the question, "What to research

4.n researching reading?" Practioners, likewise, have

Tested in the corresponding question "What to., teach

in teaching reading?" In. asking these queStions, two

interpretations of "what" are considered: (1) what linguistic

units are assumed to be basic elements of reading and (2)

What cognitive, neurological Operations of the'mlpd.

comprise this process.
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Were there but one lingui;stic paradigm for identifying
0the basic elements of language and but one psychological

paradigm for. identifying hOwthebrainprocegSes:these.

,units, reading researchers would have little difficulty
in defining reading. But:there are many linguistic and.

psychologital..paradigms each identifying different linguistic
. .

units as basic and different \psychological procesSes as
descriptive of coMprehension. But how does,a reading

researcher know which of these paradigms. to.choos

Selecting his criteria for defining'reading? I Short,

the problem-is simply not'selecting criteria foy. lefining

reading, but selecting criteria for-selecting-a 'paradigm

from which to select criteria for defining reading.
_

Reading researchers largely resolved the question

of which paradigm to adopt by invoking the Law of Recency

which assumes thaethe most recent paradigm is the Most
valid. But this strategy fails on two accbunts: First,
by the 'time reading researchers' adopt a new .paradigm

and tailor it to-the suit of reading, the paradigm itself has
become. outdated. (Psycholinguistic:nresearch. in reading is
a prime' example .of this.) Secondly, in the instances where.

two paradigths Of a discipline, such as cognitivism and

behaviorism in psychologyl.progress- at seemingly equal
. .

rates, there is no particular reason for adopting one paradigm
over the 'other,.as the Law of-Recency fails to -apply in

this case
4

A more adequate resolution of this problem resides

in asking -the question, "Wny read?" or "Why teach reading?"

Unlike. the means question of "'what," the "why" question is
an ends question. LogiCally,' it is always eaSier:tO

establish criteria of means based upon-.some ends than it

5
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is to evaluate means on the basis of means. Furthermore,

by raising the "why" question, one must confront the

issue of whether or not reading is a purposeful behavior.

Ag long ago as 1890, William James acknowledged

the significance of the question ."Why?" in studying

behavior:: In particuiaT, James noted that how one

-vieWs the question of "Why?" deterMines how one interprets
"mind." If one concedes.that "Why?" is a significant

question, then the researcher concedes the existence of

"intelligence and religiOn." to view the question of

"Why ?" as insignificant is to perceive behaviok as

anomic,""so much mere mechanical sprouting from the

past." Such a researcher, James would describe as an

atheist and a ,materialist.

Thus, in terms of selecting a linguistic.or psych-

olog&cal paradigm,-one must firgt reconcile whether

the criteria, of reading behavior is to reflgct an act
of intelligence or an act :of a machine.. If one adoptS

the former, then one would most likely side with the

phenomenological approach to linguistics and the /cog-

,nitivist approach to psychology. On the other hand,,_

he whO-iS an "atheist and materialist".would most likely

select a structuralist. paradigm of linguistics and a

-behaviorist or psychophy'sical approach 'to psychology

in order to \select criteria for reading.

In the end, once a researcher has ascertained

"Why?,'" he has a-broad range of linguistic.and psychological

paradigms to ChooSe from in order to.operationalize,this

"why." While mAnyi purposes can be proferred for why one

reads, these purposes can be subsumed under three purposes
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underlying all behavior. It is the purpose of this

paper to first briefly delineate these three purposes.

This paper will then redefine one of-these purposes. of

"why" in terms of "what." An operational definition

And model will be proposed in the process.

'Why Read?

Reading serves three purposes: Objeyq'fication,

imitation, and imagination. In objectification, an:
/and

. author translates the meaningfform of reality into

symbolic meaning and form. When a person reads objectively,

he attempts to understand the meaning andform of reality
e

via the author's mediated translation. In order to

achieve such .Understanding, the reader must translate

the authors meaning and form into a form interpretable

to the reader, from_which he,--abstracts meaning. In low

level objectification, the readerattempts to verity ,

that his meaning is the same as the author's.' In high

:level objectificationfi the,reader'attempts.tO verify:

. not only that his meaning corresponds to"the author's,

but tAlat the author's meaning also corresponds to reality 's.

. To study reading as an objectification process neces-

sitates a cOgnitivistparadigm, as the reader'is perceived'

.as an interpreter and-verifier of an author's symbolic 'form.

In imitation, the reader abstracts no meaning; he

simply duplicateS or,I copies an author's form. In other

words, the reader translates the author's form into his

own jnterpretable form, but abstracts no 'meaning from.
-7.

this form.

To study reading as an imitation process lends

itself tothe behaviorist notion of operan'conditioning

7
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whereby the elicited.response is shaped to duplieate

a given stimulus. Since this interpretation of reading

lends itself to high,reliability in testing;' reading

is frequently' operationally defined by tests of imitation.

Finally, in imagination, the reader does 'not-attempt

to verify thdt his meaning corresponds to the author's'

and reality's. Here the reader attempts to reconstruct

new forms and/or.meFA.ngs based on the given form.and

meaning of an author and reality. In imagination, rather

than trying to answer "What is?," as does in objectifi-

cation, the reader attempts to answer "What is:posSible?".

To study reading as an imagination process entails

a phenomenolOgiCal approach to the mind. .Unlike 015-*

jectification or imitation which can be measured against

Some external or observable'oriterion, imagination must

be studied intuitively- Due to the difficulty of defining

,imagination operationally, psychologists have/not made
5

impressive gains in understanding this proceSs (cf. Holt,

1972). Except for a few response -to- literature studie8

(cf..Squire, 19b4), readingrear;chers have largely

-ignored reading as an imagination process.

Given that paradigms of imitation fail to consider

'reading as a meaningful process and,paradigms.of imagination

have yet tq be formalized, this paper shall proceed to

elaborate upon reading aS an objectification process,

In objectifying "objectification," "ob3ectification"

will be defined. operationally. 1

Operationalizing 2121estification

Objectification has been defined as the perceiyer's

ability to translate an author's form and meaning into
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/-a form interpretable by the perceiver. The,peceiver

then abstracts meaning from this interpreted form.,

Note, the author's form does,not necessarily have to

be linguistic; it can be mathematical or graphic. Such

a hypothesis assumes that one employs the,same-cognitive

strategies to solve' mathematiCal probIems,and understand

pictures that one employs to interpret symbolic represen,-

taiion. In this respect, reading is Subject to the_

same information processing procedures which-characterize.
/all objective understanding.

Within the past decade, amovement in psychology

haS attempted to verify -such a-Synthetic theory of
objectification. Beginning with the* work or:Gough (1966),

psychologists, beCathe interested in how peopleobjectify

net only linguistic but graphiC representation as= well.

In 19b9, Clark proposed his "Linguistic. Theory of Comp-

rehension" which explained not only how one cOmprehends

sentences, but pictures -as well (cf. Clark & Chase, 1972).

Clark!s, model haS undergone slight modificationas of

late-and haS now emerged .under the neWtitle of the

"Constituent COmparison Model\of Comprehension."; Not

"ripply does this latest model\ account for how one objectively

understands sentences and pictures, but also how one

/ solveg mathematical problems.

This model, as proposed by Carpenter and Just (1975),

-postulates .that objectification is a comparison protedures
1/4

e.g. comparing-inComing-information-te previously-stored,.

or comparing two forms of incoming inforMation. But before

Comparison-is effected,, the information to te.,comparedmust

be formulated propositionally. This means that before

=h
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a sentence, picture, or mathematical equation is understood,
r

it must be interpreted as a relation structure consisting

of a prediCate and enter more arguments. To express such

a .preposition, Carpenter and Just use the conventional

.notation; (PREDICATE, ARGUMENT). Thus, the sentence,

"The dots are red," would have the partial'prepositional

representation, (RED, DOTS); whereby' redness is what is

predicated, of the dots. Since the. predication can be

affirmed ,or negated, this sentence would have the full.

representation, [AFF,.(RED DOTS)]. Negative predication

of this sentence would be 'represented..as ['SEG, (RED, DOTS)]

To effect co parison,a perceiver retrieves arguments

and predicatei fr m a set of representations and compares

them in correspon ing pairs. The representation's prep-.

ositional structukre provides a description of the order

in7which:arguments and predicates are compared :. Inner

propositions are compared before outer propositions.

Thus, in comparing the sentence, "The dots are red," to

a picture of red dots, the 'proposition "red" is processed.
.

before the affirmative polarity marker. As this 'find-

. and-compare process is a serial, iterative operation.

applicable to represent4ttions.with multiple embedaings,

it enables the model tio be generalized without additional

assumptions.

Underlying the comparison pro=cedure is the assumption

that wheJever a pair of censtituents form a set of rep-
.

resentations which are incongruent, the -entire comparisen

_process is reinitialized. To prevent the proCess from

incessantly cycling in incongruency, Carpenter and Just

argue that on the first incongruent cycle, the constituents

1 0
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are t 4ect so that on subsequent recompai-isons the two
---can be made congruent.

Since incongruency.neceSS:itates a repetitionof
the comparison process, the total number:of comparison

procedures, and consequently the total latency, increases
with the number of incongruencies. Moreover, an incon

gruency that occurs later_in the comparison process Will

require a recomparison of earlier"constituents. This

neans that incOngruency occurring later in the cycle
will entail mo e recomparison-s than incongruency.at

earlier stage. Thus total latency is a function not
only of the nttm er of ineongruencies, but also ;,;here

inconil:ruencies,opcur.
%

A response index regulates congruency and incongruency

between constituents. .rIn verification, the index has

two possible readings, "true" and "false." Before the

first cycle has begun, this index is'set to "true." As
each incongruenc is encountered, its reading changes
to correspond tojthe new information. Although resetting
the response indexand tagging, incongruent constituents

are necessary proce.dare, they are assumed to require

little time relative to,the time required to fina and

compare constituents 'and make them congruent.

By applying this model to four conditions. of comparing

sentences to pictures, Carpenter and Just illustrate

how the model wori,S in practice. In the simplest case,

the true affirmative sentence, The dots, are real" is

congruent with a picture f red dots. The first' comparison,

between the inner proposi ions, i.e. sentential and

pictorial "red," results i a match: The second comparison,
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between the polarity'markers,..J1Affirmative-Affirmative,"

also results in a match. Thus,after.one cycle of com-

paring two constituents, the truth index is set to "true"

and this response is executed. /

In the false affirmative case, the sentence, "The

' dots are red,".Is compared to a picture of black dots.

Here the'inner.propositions\of color mismatch. between

sentence and picture, This Aismatch Is detected and

tagged as incongruent. This necessitates recycling the,

information, setting the response index to '?false." Nbw,

on the\second cycle, the tagged inner constituents are
.

compared; and they match. The) next comparison, between

the polarity markers, also ryesults.in a match. Hence',

the response "falsest is executed after a' total of three

constituent comparisons.

-The 'next, most difficult conditiori is the false

negative case whereby the sentence, "The dots aren't

red," is compared to a picture of red dots. On the

first cycle, the propositions of color are congruent

'but the polarity markers are not. This causes a tagihr

of the mismatch constituents and reinit alization of the

cycle. As_ the cycle begins\a second\t,ime, the response

index is set to false. This time conalTuencY is established

after two comparisons and the espohse, "false," is

executed. This prlocedure thus involves four comparisons.

Finally, in the true-negative e,,,,..ultlort, L.e s,..;ntence

"The dots aren't rely" is compared to a picture ot black

dots. The incongruency between the color propositions

necessitate tagging, and recycling comparisons at this

level. On the second cycle, while the other propbsitions

are now congruent, the polarity 'markers mismatch.. This again
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requires a ecycling'of,the tagged constituents, preceded by

changing the response indpx to "true." As all the prop-
:

.ositions are new congruent on the third cycle the response,
"true' is executed. t't is point a total of five con-

.

has been made.stituent comparisoimodel.
It not only- accounts for verification latencies 6A.,

e_abeve sentences, but also for verification of counter-

actual clauses, impliit negatives, universal and partic-
ular qu'antifiers and sentence recoding. As the. formal

0

structure of the model, seems to explain a broad domain

of language processing, one would assume that it applies

to visual comprehensioal'or.reading, as weh. as ,to our

comprehension.

This. assumption of a universal cornprehensionr ntodol

underlies many reading methodologists r practice. of
.

teachin childen to read by requiring them to read aloud.

4oreover, several informal reading inventories, lnoldding

Good man's piscue inventory, are based pa the assumptiop

that a personas visual comprehension ability is the same,
whethe e aloud or other-w6rds
this as,isumption mail tE a that one's comprehenslon'routine

of objectively under, tan samesentences is the same no

matter what the reading proceaure.

This assumption has remained 1 r*Ye uptebted due
toe Lwi-" of criteria %hit-. %oulti provide a op-

.t1 proceuure Lor comparilig ehen ion
oud to, cad eutly. Mosenthal (1975)1

.

Vo9) sY urce:4 fur operational criteria,

emanstrated, that this assumptiono'in fact is

rt
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4 invalid for ,second graders. Although second graders

showed an underlying linguistic competence for reading

silently- and comprehending language aurally, reading-

aloud did not access to this competence in a similar

manner.

In order to further validate these findings, the-.

present study redefined linguistic competence as the

ability to verify picture - sentence comparisons in the

manner described by. Carpenter and Just. The four sentence-
A s
c comparisons mentioned pieviously were used as

,

sources of the'depedent variable, latency time., Should

Carpenter .and Justts model be a valid explanation of

linguistic comprehension, then their predicted latency

times should be demonstrated For the4three sentence

comprehension modes of readingaloud, reading silently,

and listening; true dffirmative comparisons should require
i ,

less time than false affirMative; falseaffirmative less

time than,false negativel% and false negative less time

than true negative comparisons.

Should,readingNaloud access differently.to linguistic

Competence than do reading silently and listening, then

the latency times. for the four information.conditionS.

of reading aloud Should significantly exceed the four

condition's, respectively in reading silently and listenin

,,Moreover, if reading silently and listening access to

the sameounderiyin4 linguistic competence, then they

shbuld net.differisignificantly in their latencies in each

of their four respective comparison levels. Should these

results be obtained,,it will constitute strong disproof

of the one competence theory lor.silent and oral.reading.

14
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Experiment

Method. The experiment involved verifying twenty

sentencepiCture comparisons for each of the four in-

.formatiOn conditions, for each of the three modes-of

sentence comprehension, for a total of 240 verification tasks.

To adjdst.for the difference in speed between reading

silently and the 'conditions of hearing the sentences and

reading them aloud, verification was defined as the

number 'of milliseconds after the sentenceshad been :pre-

sentend.' Subjects were given 1800 mseC toeither

read or hear the,sentences after which a picture was

,presented.

The stimulus sentence included: "The dots are red"

and "The'dots aren't red." In addition to "red," the

adjectives "bl,ack," "blue," and "green" occurred as

color predicates, with equal frequency. The picture was

an array of 16 dots of one color, either red, black,

blue, or green. In the conditions.where.the color predic,ate

of. the sentence was incongruent with the color pi'edicate

df:the'pictUrel- the variety of incongruent, dot colors

occurred with equal frequency.

In the visual Conditions, each sentence.was typed

in elite7type on card; on a separate card, a 4x4

array of dots was. drawn with a felt tip pen. The stimulds-

cards were then viewed in a tachistoscope at a distance.

of 58 cm.' In the aural condition, sentences were recorded

on a tapeecorder.

The experimenter initiated a trial by' pushing a

.switch, and 500 cosec. later the later the stimuluS sentence

was 'presented. Subjects had 1800 msec in which' to establish

15
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sentence representation. In the visual conditions, sentences

appeared in the upper channel of the tachistoscope and

disappeared after 1800 msec; at the completion of 1800 msec,

the picture ;appeared in the bottom channel. The subject's

response.waS made using a two-button decision apparatus.

---Tlaeassignm.ent of dominant hand'tro the "true" button was

balanced across subjects. By pushing a button, the

subject closed a microswitch, terminating the time measure-
.

ment.

The subjects were given three practice trials for each

of the three modes of sentence presentation prior to the

experiment. Subjects were instructed not to guess. The
J

subjects were sixty students at The College, of Arts and

Sciences at Geneseo, New York.

Sentences comprising the four Jaentence-picture

- ,comparison conditions; were randofifixed and then presented

in the same'randomized order for all subjects. The order-

lng of the different modes of sentence presentation were
.

.randomized from subject to'subject in attempt to counter-

balance any practice effects in the repeated measures.

Results. The latencies for erroneous reSpOnses were

discarded, and the subject.'s scores for each condition

and treatment was the mean of his correct laLtencies.

An overall F test reveals significance betw en treatments,

F (,3, 177)=98.7'2,1:R < .01, and between levells, F (2, 118)=

203:-011 R <.01.- The residual proved inki4nificantl.\
F (12; 35-4) =1.53, R' .01. A Tukey's HSD ;test at the .01

level is significant 'above ),,, Hs/6=22.96, with df=59. In

this test to ,the different mean A' atencies'between

conditions for all three treatments (see\Table 1), the' latencies

16
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increase significantly as the number of necessary con-

stituent comparisons increases; the difference in mean

latencies between conditions are 215 msec, 291 msec,
0

and 174 msec for reading aloud; 205 msec, 207 msec,

and 169/msec fo'r reading silently; and 212 msec, 240 msec;

and 166 msec for listening. These findings ,strongly

support the model's prediction that verification time

increases linearly with the number of.constituent comparisons.
.

In applying Tukey's test in comparing the latencies'

among the three treatments, no significant difference)

is demonstrated between reading silently and listening..

The difference between mean latencies for the four conditions

cinlude: 19 msec, 16 msec, 14 cosec, and 17 msec--all of

which are less than 7HSD=22.96, hence; E > v01, However,

in comparing the .mean latencies of reading-silently and

listening to reading. aloud, the mean latencies are signif-

icantly different for *each condition, the lowest mean
. .

difference being 139 msec in, condition 'one, between

listening and reading, silently. This analysis further

supports the findings that although reading Silently

And listening access to linguistic competence in a similar,

manner, reading aloud does not.

Discussion, and Conclusion

The fact that reading aloud. accesses. to linguistic

competence in a manner. different from silent reading and

listening 'raises the significant question: flow far can

one extend an-operational definipion before the assumption

that it applies equally to a range of phe!lomenabecomes.

invalid? ThekeSerit study:showed that given two phenomena

t7
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as logically identical as reading aloud and reading

silently, the operational definitionbf comparing

sentences to pictUres does not apply equally. This,

of course, raises the concomitant:qUestion oz how valid

are present comprehension tests which purport to assess

comprehenSion but fail toconsider the questionsof

why one reads-and what One reads. To simply assume

the why and'what of rOadingiS to construct meaningless

dependent variables, unsupported by meaningful criteria.
I. /.\

This paper has argued that Criteria for operationalizing

reading comes frOm three considerations: The purposes for
,

reading, the'linguistiC units interpreted as basic, and

the fundamental cognitive proceSses assumed to underlie.

reading comprehension. Three ,purposes of reading were

identified; one 'reads to objectif)r, imitate, or-imagine.

In definihg objectification'opetationally, the basic

linguistic units were described as propositions comprised

of arguments and:predicates. The fundamental cognitive

'processesjor interpreting these propositions. included

establishing representations, comparing constituents,

taggin incongruencies, and readjusting a response index:

a

In short,,, one were,willing to accept ObjeCtification

as,an impOrtant pdtposeof reading, and.: Carpenter and Just's

model as a valid description of this process, these con-
r

cession haveimportant implications for reading research

and methodology. Md;8t. important of these implication's is
1

that reading now. has a set of criteria upon which'to

build a paradigm.

18
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TABLE 1:

MEAN LATENCIES FOR FOUR CONDITIONS
OF COMPARING SENTENCES TO, PICTURES

AMONG THREE MODES'OF SENTENCE PRESENTATION'

Sentence:
The dots are!red.

Picture:
Red Dots.

Sentence:
The .dots are red.

.Picture:
Black Dots.:

Sentence:
The dots aren't red.

Picture:
Red Dots.

Sentence:.
The dots aren't red.

Picture: Black Dots.

r,

Reading
Alo

Reading, Listening
Silently

1355 cosec

J990 msec 1983 msec
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